A-tech SURFACE:

• is Stevens Advantage® engineered thermoset resin surfacing, embossed and thermofused in solid colors and woodgrain finishes simulating wood veneers.

• creates a non-porous, moisture-resistant face homogenous to the core, not susceptible to separation or delamination, and having moisture and chemical resistance.

• meets the requirements of Scientific Equipment and Furniture Association SEFA 8 Cabinet Surface Finish Tests (Section 8.1) (see test results in the “SEFA 8 Testing of Stevens Advantage® Casework” brochure).

• demonstrates performance superior to typical wood finishes on the market.

• is ideal for educational and commercial laboratory environments.

• provides the look of wood veneer laboratory cabinets without the high cost.
A-tech is provided with matching 3mm PVC edgebanding.
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